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Tankers
Comments

VLCC

A truncated week, with a day or two off around the globe has given a subdued pace to the market. We went in to

the long weekend with rates slowly ticking up, driven by a firmer Atlantic and a tighter feel to the tonnage list,

certainly off earlier dates. Often, however, a few days of quiet can be the enemy of the owning community, and as

such, a quoted Brazil export cargo on Tuesday was met by a host of offers (reportedly 12) that dented owners’

confidence. As such, the market likely slipping to sub ws40 level for West Africa-East (Brazil-East at ws37.5). The

MEG market providing few alternatives with China and Korea taking time off, and very few cargoes working.

Volume was strong for early May but has tailed off and rates remaining flat to soft in the mid ws30’s. Owners will

be hoping May cargoes kick on this week.

Suezmax

The Suezmax market has been relatively slow the last week. With half of the world off at the end of last week,

activity died out, and owners are still out there waiting for it to come back. So far what we are seeing is a tonnage

list, both East and West, that is building up day by day. Free of cargo ships are piling up, and some serious activity

in all areas is needed to get rid of this overhang. Suezmax owners were looking towards the V's at the beginning

of the week, but what was a glimpse of hope was quickly taken away when Petrobras received close to a dozen

offers on a Brazil/East cargo. Going forward we do not expect much to change unfortunately. Activity needs to

improve drastically, and fixing last done levels is the best an owner can hope for at the moment.

Aframax

Owners’ optimism for improved rates on the back of a heavier Urals program was quickly curbed as some owners

fixed lower than last done levels. Less fuel inquiries and an abundance of relets in the area would explain their

rationale behind their decision. We expect rates to move sideways till the next possible tight window in the 3rd

decade of May. Although the tonnage list remains healthy in the Mediterranean/Black Sea, we have seen rates

pick up a few points during the course of the week as expected. This is mainly due to a fair amount of cargoes

coming into the market. The last few days it has balanced out somewhat, also due to a quiet start of the week as a

few countries had public holiday. We don’t expect any significant change in freight levels in the week to come, but

if any a slight softening trend.

Rates

Dirty (Spot WS 2021)

MEG/WEST (280 000) WS 19.0 0.0 

MEG/Japan (280 000) WS 34.0 -0.5 

MEG/Singapore (280 000) WS 34.0 -1.0 

WAF/FEAST (260 000) WS 38.5 -0.5 

WAF/USAC (130 000) WS 52.5 -2.5 



Sidi Kerir/W Med (135 000) WS 57.5 -2.5 

N. Afr/Euromed (80 000) WS 87.5 5.0 

UK/Cont (80 000) WS 87.5 -5.0 

Caribs/USG (70 000) WS 95.0 -2.5 

1 Year T/C (USD/Day)

VLCC (Modern) $30000.0 $0 

Suezmax (Modern) $16000.0 $0 

Aframax (Modern) $16000.0 $0 

VLCC

VLCCs fixed in all areas last week 41 -7 

VLCCs available in MEG next 30
days

168 5 

1 Year T/C Crude

Dry Bulk
Comments

Capesize

Big ships raking in big bucks. Capesize owners enjoying earnings not seen for many years, and fundamental

factors indicate it may be a lasting trend despite some balloon signals. With commodity prices at historical levels

and consequent max output of iron ore ex Brazil and West Australia in particular, average daily spot value is up 15

pct w-o-w to come in at USD 45k. Upward pressure particularly felt in Far East where miners de facto struggle to

fill early slots, but signs are also that the long-duration fronthauls again may reduce the present gap in pay as

forward projections are promising. Considerable congestion in certain key ports, quarantine restrictions, ongoing

crewing problems and most recently a very serious India situation together add further fuel to the fire as fleet

efficiency is reduced. Little period activity, mostly due to bull sentiment vs uncertainty on further potential.

Panamax

The week started off with holidays in several countries which led to a slow start in both hemispheres. Tuesday

showed a positive undertone but still a wide gap between bid/offer. The North Atlantic has experienced a lack of

demand compared to available tonnage, and mid-week we saw some Baltic cargos entering, which got fixed

immediately. We do however now see from our tonnage count that tightness have reached a level that preceeded

upturns previously – thus we do expect rates to spike the next couple of weeks.



Supramax

After a long weekend, market kept firming up with both physical and on paper. In the East it appeared to be

firmer, where Pacific round voyages were done at USD 27-28,000. Indo-India rounds were concluded at close to

USD 27,000. Bhaul from WCI to Continent were fixed at USD 25,000. South Africa to Pakistan payed USD 17,000

+ 700,000 bb. In the Atlantic, USG were lacking fresh activity. From USEC to Continent it was discussed 18,000

TCE deals. Usual scrap rounds from Continent to Mediterranean were discussed at USD 19,000. On period,

owners/chrts appears to be mostly on collecting mode. Supra for 1 year were discussed around USD 16,500 and

Ultra repsectively USD 19,750.

Rates

Capesize (USD/Day, USD/Tonne)

TCE Cont/Far East (180 DWT) $68,389 $5,339


Australia – China $15.4 $2.4 

Pacific RV $49,034 $10,262


Panamax (USD/Day, USD/Tonne)

Transatlantic RV $18,885 $4,135


TCE Cont/Far East $32,859 $4,391


TCE Far East/Cont $12,846 $649 

TCE Far East RV $25,949 $5,086


Supramax (USD/Day)

Atlantic RV $18,207 -$720 

Pacific RV $26,158 -$463 

TCE Cont/Far East $29,950 -$939 

1 Year T/C (USD/Day)

Newcastlemax (208 000 dwt) $35,700 $5,700


Capesize (180 000 dwt) $30,800 $3,800


Kamsarmax (82 000 dwt) $22,000 $1,000


Panamax (75 000 dwt) $20,000 $1,000


Ultramax (64 000 dwt) $19,750 $750 



Supramax (58 000 dwt) $16,500 $0 

Baltic Dry Index (BDI) $3,266

1 Year T/C Dry Bulk

Gas
Chartering

EAST  

We have seen a couple of ships fixed for end May load in the MEG this week rep in the low/mid 50s Baltic, and the

sentiment on freight continue to move upwards as we are now only left with a few ships that can safely make end

May dates in the Middle East. Meanwhile, there are talks of up to two Indian majors due to quote the market for

end May loadings, and also some chatter about potential charterers already fishing for freight ideas off early June.

With only the Qatar acceptances published for June time of writing, one could argue that this is bullish freight for

the next upcoming fixing window.

WEST  

Arbitrage trades out of the US have been closed for some time now, and as an effect we have witnessed a handful

of cancellations/deferrals. Freight rates remain stagnant around mid USD 80’s pmt and some asking USD 90 plus

as shipping availability is limited for 1H June. It does not look like it is freight that will have to give this time

around. We are entering a period whereby DD schedules are expected to peak in combination with record high

exports for months out of the US, so if we see arbitrage conditions improving then freight has a strong potential

to increase in the months ahead.

LPG Rates

Spot Market (USD/Month)

VLGC (84 000 cbm) $1,100,000 $0 

LGC (60 000 cbm) $850,000 $0 

MGC (38 000 cbm) $800,000 $0 

HDY SR (20-22 000 cbm) $650,000 $0 

HDY ETH (17-22 000 cbm) $750,000 $0 

ETH (8-12 000 cbm) $465,000 $0 

SR (6 500 cbm) $400,000 $10,000


COASTER Asia $265,000 $0 



COASTER Europe $250,000 $20,000


LPG/FOB Prices - Propane (USD/Tonne)

FOB North Sea/ANSI $464 -$23 

Saudi Arabia/CP $495 -$65 

MT Belvieu (US Gulf) $427 -$3 

Sonatrach/Bethioua $465 -$35 

LPG/FOB Prices - Butane (USD/Tonne)

FOB North Sea/ANSI $442 -$50 

Saudi Arabia/CP $475 -$55 

MT Belvieu (US Gulf) $380 $5 

Sonatrach/Bethioua $460 -$50 

LNG Rates

Spot Market (USD/Day)

East of Suez 155-165 000 cbm $72,000 $1,000


West of Suez 155-165 000 cbm $77,000 $2,000


1 Year T/C 155-160 000 cbm $75,000 $1,000


Newbuilding
Activity Levels

Tankers Slow Slow

Dry Bulkers Slow Slow

Others Slow Slow

Prices

VLCC $87.0 $0.0 

Suezmax $57.0 $0.0 

Aframax $47.5 $0.0 

Product $35.5 $0.0 



Newcastlemax $49.0 $0.0 

Kamsarmax $27.5 $0.0 

Ultramax $25.5 $0.0 

LNGC (MEGI) (cbm) $187.0 $0.0 

Sale & Purchase
Prices

Dry (5 yr)

Capesize $42.0 $4.0 

Kamsarmax $28.0 $0.0 

Ultramax $23.0 $0.0 

Dry (10 yr)

Capesize $29.0 $1.0 

Kamsarmax $21.0 $0.0 

Ultramax $18.0 $0.0 

Wet (5 yr)

VLCC $66.5 $1.0 

Suezmax $47.0 $1.0 

Aframax / LR2 $40.0 $1.0 

MR $28.0 $0.0 

Wet (10 yr)

VLCC $47.0 $0.0 

Suezmax $32.0 $1.0 

Aframax / LR2 $24.0 $0.5 

MR $18.0 -$0.5 

Market Brief
Exchange Rates

USD/JPY 109.20 0.30 

USD/KRW 1122.65 9.65 



USD/NOK 8.33 0.10 

EUR/USD 1.20 -0.01 

Interest Rates

LIBOR USD (6 months) 0.21% 0.00% 

NIBOR NOK (6 months) 0.41% 0.00% 

Commodity Prices

Brent Spot $69.50 $2.50 

Bunkers Prices

Singapore 380 CST $397.5 $10.0 

Singapore Gasoil $549.5 $16.5 

Rotterdam 380 CST $390.0 $16.0 

Rotterdam Gasoil $538.5 $18.5 

All rates published in this report do not necessarily reflect actual transactions occurring in the market. Certain

estimates may be based on prevailing market conditions. In some circumstances, rates for certain vessel types are

based on theoretical assumptions of premium or discount for particular vessel versus other vessel types.

Disclaimer

http://www.fearnleys.com/disclaimer

